Compa Air
Aftermarket Service

BRILLIANT TEAM, BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE!

INTELLIGENT AIR TECHNOLOGY

Genuine spare parts
Enjoy complete peace of mind with Compa Air
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
FROM FACTORY TRAINED AND EXPERIENCED TECHNICIANS

We have a well developed service network covering the UK and Ireland with more than 25 qualified technicians and administrators. Our success comes from listening to customers requirements then providing a high level of service to meet and exceed their expectations. From our comprehensive technical expertise and extensive spare parts resource through to our highly trained and flexible technicians and administrators we offer you a service second to none.

All our technicians use their experience to provide you with a service that guarantees the reliability, performance and efficiency of your compressed air installation. Our services include:

- Technical expertise in the field of compressors, covering all types of technology.
- Lubricated rotary screw compressors, fixed speed and variable speed
- Oil-free rotary screw compressors, fixed speed and variable speed
- Rotary vane compressors, fixed speed and variable speed
- Water injected compressors, fixed speed and variable speed
- Turbo Compressors
- Industrial piston compressors
- High-pressure compressors: industrial air, gas and breathing air
- Compressed air treatment
- Condensate treatment
- Compressor intake and exhaust ventilation systems
- Heat recovery, cooling systems
- Electronic command and control systems
- Centralised technical support for all types of installation
- Compressed air installation auditing and reporting
- Compressed air as a utility

AN EXTENSIVE RESOURCE AT YOUR SERVICE.

CompAir – Central:
T +44 (0) 1527 838200
F +44 (0) 1527 521140

CompAir – North East:
T +44 (0) 191 460 9605
F +44 (0) 191 460 2816

CompAir – South East:
T +44 (0) 1293 567308
F +44 (0) 1293 545220

CompAir – Yorkshire:
T +44 (0) 114 251 3912
F +44 (0) 114 251 3871

EXTENDED WARRANTY

CompAir’s Assure™, Advance™ and Neveelite warranties are world leaders in their category; their approach is focussed on operating hours of the equipment rather than the traditional time elapsed warranty.

The user’s only obligation is to undertake to follow the maintenance plan drawn up by CompAir, adhering to the defined service intervals, using trained and certified service labour and genuine CompAir parts and lubricants.
GUARANTEED RELIABILITY AND EFFICIENCY THANKS TO PLANNED MAINTENANCE AND REGULAR INSPECTION

Service appropriate to the compressed air installation: our team develop the most cost effective solution that is best suited to your operational requirements

- Installation and commissioning
- “Service on demand”
- Basic Planned Maintenance contracts
- Full Planned Maintenance contracts
- Total responsibility packages
- Unique ASSURE™ warranty programme up to 44,000 operating hours for rotary screw compressors
- ADVANCE™ warranty programme up to 48,000 operating hours for rotary vane compressors
- Technical support and advice
- Reavellife warranty programme for high-pressure compressors, unlimited service life
- Service help line
- Compressed air installation audit and energy efficiency advice

CompAir Service and Warranty programmes

ASSURE™
- ASSURE™ the warranty for rotary screw compressors extended 24,000-hour warranty for new compressor sales
- ASSURE™ EXTENSION extension of the warranty from 24,000 to 32,000 hours
- ASSURE™ PLUS Warranty extended to 44,000 hours for new compressor sales
- Re-ASSURE™ Possible up to 28,000 hours, applying to compressors which are no longer covered by a warranty

ADVANCE™
- ADVANCE™ Extended warranty for new rotary vane compressors
- ADVANCE 5™ Warranty extended to 19,000 hours or 5 years
- ADVANCE 10™ Warranty extended to 48,000 hours or 10 years
- Re-ADVANCE™ Possible up to 38,000 hours, applying to compressors which are no longer covered by a warranty

REAVELLIFE
- REAVELLIFE, HIGH-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR WARRANTY PROGRAMME
- REAVELLIFE for moderate use
  - Full labour for all periodic servicing
  - Possible discount on some essential parts
- REAVELLIFE PLUS for average use
  - Labour and parts included for all periodic servicing
  - Discount on all essential parts for repair
  - Priority handling of breakdowns
- REAVELLIFE PREMIER for intensive use
  - Labour and parts included for all periodic servicing and breakdowns
  - Priority handling of breakdowns
  - Full warranty depending on the duration of the contract

WARRANTY

REAVELLIFE, HIGH-PRESSURE COMPRESSOR WARRANTY PROGRAMME

- REAVELLIFE for moderate use
  - Full labour for all periodic servicing
  - Possible discount on some essential parts
- REAVELLIFE PLUS for average use
  - Labour and parts included for all periodic servicing
  - Discount on all essential parts for repair
  - Priority handling of breakdowns
- REAVELLIFE PREMIER for intensive use
  - Labour and parts included for all periodic servicing and breakdowns
  - Priority handling of breakdowns
  - Full warranty depending on the duration of the contract
Genuine CompAir spare parts and lubricants ensure that compressed air plant reliability and efficiency is maintained at the highest standards. Genuine CompAir spare parts and lubricants are distinguished by the following characteristics:

- Long service life, even under arduous conditions
- Efficient operation – "as designed"
- Minimal losses contributing to energy savings
- Increased reliability improves plant "up time"
- Products manufactured within the strictest Quality Assurance Systems

**IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY OF SPARE PARTS AND LUBRICANTS**

CompAir’s stock control policy makes use of best practice found in the aerospace and automotive industries. This ensures that the most appropriate spare parts and lubricants are available on demand, guaranteed. This guarantee of the availability of parts applies throughout the service life of your installation, whatever the purchase date of your compressor.

**Filters**

CompAir filter elements are carefully designed to ensure minimum pressure drop through service life whilst ensuring maximum resistance to particulate matter.

**Service kits**

A comprehensive range of CompAir service kits are available. These kits make sure that all service items can be attended to in a quick and efficient manner, minimising downtime and maximising system "up time".

**Lubricants**

High performance CompAir lubricants have been specially formulated to cool, seal and lubricate the demanding environment found within modern compression elements.
THE COMPLETE COMPRESSED AIR SERVICE

AVAILABLE WHenever YOU NEED IT

The CompAir Aftermarket Service applies to all compressor types and models

- Technical expertise in the field of compressors and associated equipment.
  - We cover all manufacturers and types of technology.
- Lubricated rotary screw compressors, fixed speed and variable speed
- Oil-free rotary screw compressors, fixed speed and variable speed
- Rotary vane compressors, fixed speed and variable speed
- Water injected compressors, fixed speed and variable speed
- Turbo Compressors
- Industrial piston compressors
- High-pressure compressors: industrial air, gas and breathing air

Our knowledge and experience extends to all major global brands within the field of compressed air technology

- Broomwade
- Cameron
- CompAir
- DEMAG
- Gardner Denver
- Holman
- Hydrovane
- Luchard
- Mahle
- Reavell

In addition to all other major global compressor brands.
We monitor and analyse how your existing compressed air installation operates, identifying inefficiencies and presenting you with opportunities to make improvements.

CompAir audits offer the following analyses:

- Volume flow rate measurement
- Power measurement
- Leakage rate measurement
- Noise level measurement
- Vibration measurement
- Pressure dew point measurement
- Oil analysis
- Water analysis
- Breathing Air analysis
- Residual oil content

Using the data extracted from the audit, we provide you with a detailed report. This report indicates how your system is currently performing and provides evidence to support any improvements to the plant that the CompAir Technician suggests. Plant integrity, reliability and energy efficiency are all areas under consideration during the audit process.

“TURNKEY” INSTALLATIONS

CompAir offer a complete design, supply and installation service where required. All to meet or exceed the customers’ expectations.

- Compressors
- Receivers
- Dryers
- Filters
- Heat recovery options
- Centralised compressed air equipment management
PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE USING REMOTE MONITORING

Global remote monitoring of compressor operation, round the clock, 365 days a year, constitutes the key element of the Q-life maintenance programme. Thanks to this continuous monitoring and analysis of all operating parameters, CompAir is in a position to adopt a predictive maintenance philosophy for servicing these compressors.

In addition to the standard scheduled servicing, all key components of the Quantima system are subject to constant monitoring with a view to assessing their performance and general condition. In this context, effective planning and discussion with the customer ensures components can be replaced at the optimum time.

This service methodology enables the cost-effectiveness of maintenance to be increased through optimising the components’ service life whilst maintaining reliability.

Furthermore, remote monitoring also initiates automatic communication of anomalies in the unlikely case of any unforeseen downtime.

In this way, CompAir’s technical department can be informed of any possible problem, often before the client is even aware of it. This active remote diagnosis of potential problems allows the maximum amount of time and resource to be put into providing the customer with a solution that minimises downtime.

Q-LIFE – THE MOST COMPLETE SERVICE OFFER ON THE MARKET

- Exceptional reliability
- Downtime reduced to an absolute minimum
- Fixed rate
- All inclusive
- NO SURPRISES
- Global remote monitoring - 24 / 7
- Predictive maintenance of key components
- Proactive servicing
- Quarterly performance reports
CompAir policy is one of continuous improvement and we therefore reserve the right to alter specifications and prices without prior notice. All products are sold subject to the Company’s conditions of sale.
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